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But now Ye Junlin arranged for Jiao Tianyu and the others to

investigate other things, so he did not stare at the people of Zhen

Mosi.

Otherwise, Ye Junlin must have gotten the message long ago.

The War Bear Country is very excited now.

Because there are abundant resources and the way of Hydra.

Now the gods are coming out continuously.

The numbers are skyrocketing!

Moreover, the Hydra has existed for such a long time, and I don’t know

how many ancient books of practice techniques have been collected all

over the world.

In order to please Zhanxiong Kingdom, they contributed everything.

Most of these exercises are useful to the gods.

Help them turn their aura into power as much as possible.

Or how to use stronger power to make attack or defense stronger.

The strength of the gods of the War Bear Kingdom has also improved

as a whole, getting stronger and stronger.

The key is quantity!

Just beyond the limit of everyone’s imagination!

People like the Titan God of War are almost laughing from ear to ear.

“There should be tens of thousands of gods in the War Bear Kingdom

now, right?”

Some people couldn’t help being curious and couldn’t help asking.

This is the people of the War Bear Country, all eager to know how

powerful the War Bear Country is now?

“Ho ho…”

The Titan God of War smiled contemptuously.

As if to say – look down on us?

Obviously not.

This figure is even far behind.

“Could it be fifty thousand?”

Everyone looked at the Titan God of War in surprise.

“Do you underestimate our resources, or underestimate Hydra?”

The Titan God of War sneered.

“Could it be… ten… one hundred thousand???”

When someone said this number, the audience was horrified, and

everyone’s hearts flew out of their throats.

“Hoho, imagination is still not enough! Let’s put it this way, it’s beyond

your imagination anyway!”

The Titan God of War laughed.

“What? The number of gods is 100,000. The imagination is not

enough? The real number of gods…”

unimaginable! ! !

With their brain capacity and courage, they dare not imagine that

number.

After exceeding this number, they have reached their limit.

After shouting another number, I’m afraid their heads will explode.

too frightening!

“hiss!”

Everyone started to gasp.

There was a look of horror on his face.

This is definitely the most shocking thing they have ever seen in their

life.

Proud of War Bear Country too!

This is War Bear Country!

Hundreds of thousands of gods are just imaginative enough.

So the real number…

This is also the most reassuring point for Hydra, as long as they are in

War Bear Country.

They will always be safe.

Get revenge on them?

Just ridiculous!

That must come to War Bear Country first.

Then, after stepping on the bodies of more than 100,000 gods in the

War Bear Kingdom, he was able to settle accounts with them.

But is this possible?

impossible things!

It was said before that there were thousands of gods in the War Bear

Kingdom, and they felt very at ease.

Now the gods are mass-produced, more and more, and now the

100,000 gods are all imaginative enough.

How are they unstable?

Don’t be afraid!

Don’t be afraid of anyone’s revenge!

Even a power like the Olympic Empire, the whole country will come

to them to settle accounts.

They are not afraid either!

Not to mention Ye Junlin!

Now that Ye Junlin seeks revenge against them is a joke!

And the huge organization that avenged them is also a joke.

Don’t dare to seek revenge on them!

Then there was a heavy explosion in the world – the number of gods in

the War Bear Kingdom has exceeded 100,000! ! !

At this moment, the whole world is dead silent.

burst!

Every country and every country is going crazy!

Many people are wondering if it is time to catch up with the Zhanxiong

Kingdom.

Especially the top ten power countries.

I thought I must have shrunk.

Where do you know the numbers come out.

Everyone exploded.

How the hell does this compare?

The gap is getting bigger and bigger!

How the hell does this get revenge?

One hundred thousand gods, are you taking revenge?
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